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Singularities in X-ray Spectra of Metals

C D . Mahan

Department of Physics, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996

and
Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

6 T. introduction

The field ofj x-ray edge singularities is now about twenty years old. It
-— started when I predicted this effect [1], although at the time no one

believed me. Two years later they were first observed by HAENSEL et al [2]
JL_ in one of the first experiments utilizing synchrotron radiation as a light

source. Then the phenomena was believed by nearly everybody, and has since
_g_ developed into an important field of x-ray physics.

The x-ray spectroscopies we shall discuss are absorption, emission, and
photoemission. The singularities show up in each of them in a different
manner, in absorption and emission they show up as power law singularities

1L. at the thresholds frequencies. In photoemission they show up as an
asymmetry in the line shape, in each case the singularities occur for

12 transitions to or from electron states in the inner core of the atom.
Figure 1 shows the x-ray absorption edge from the 2p-state of sodium metal
as measured by CALLCOTT et al [3]
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Fig. 1 Sodium 2p absorption spectra

This review will emphasize two themes. The first is that the
theoretical model is largely solved. We first proposed a simple model to
describe this phenomena, which is now called the MND model after MAHAN-
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NOZlERES-DeDOMINICIS [1,4-5]. Exact analytical solutions are now available !
for this model for the three spectroscopies discussed above. These i
analytical models can be evaluated numerically in a simple way. Of course, ~
real physical systems always have a number of complications which are not
described by the simple mathematical model, so that an exact solution is
not possible for every system. For example, no model exists which
incorporates correctly the effects of dynamic screening of the electron
gas. This effect is regarded as unimportant for the narrow range of
energies of edge singularities. The most important features of most
physical systems are included in the MND model. So an accurate model can
be solved exactly to describe the singularities.

The second theme of this review is that great care must be used when
comparing the theory to experiment. A number of factors influence the edge
shapes in x-ray spectroscopy. The edge singularities play an important
role, and are observed in many metals. Quantitative fits of the theory to

-experiment require the consideration of other factors.

Most of our experimental examples will be limited to simple metals. Edge
singularities may exist in all metals, and are quite important for the
interpretation of x-ray spectroscopies. However, the simple metals have
been the testing ground for the MND theory. They display a wide variety of
phenomena, which provide numerous examples to test the theory.

v v/
13 A }—*v y~—•—s. 1 .3

Fig. 2 Feynman diagrams for pair scattering i

—— We take this opportunity to discuss the history of our prediction of —
•"•"""edge singularities. In the middle of the 1960's there were two exciting |
Li many-body phenomena. One was the BCS [6] theory of superconductivity, Us

while the other was the KONDO effect [7]. COOPER [8] first noted that a ;
i_7 normal metal was unstable to the formation of bound pairs, and his !-,7

observation led to the theory of superconductivity. Fig.2 shows a sum of \
diagrams which describe the formation of Cooper pairs. Two electrons of j
opposite wave vector (k and -k) scatter successively to intermediate and p-
final states. The vertical dashed lines represent the interaction

1? potential which causes the scattering. Each pair of intermediate states
causes a vertex correction of the form

A(«) - NpV d£[1 - 2 nU)3 - 2N,,V ln(u«/W) (1)F **-r^r— F

.... where 2W is the band width, N the density of states at the fermi surface,
— and V the effective interaction potential. There is a logarithmic

dependence upon frequency which occurs because the Fermi occupation factor
?3— n(£) is a virtual step function e(~O at low temperatures. The summation

of many such vertex terms leads to a pole in the scattering amplitude, as
24 is described elsewhere in more detail [63-



The Kondo effect has similar mathematics. Here the theory describes how
a conduction electron scatters from a local spin which is usually provided
by electron states on an impurity. By considering the processes which
include mutual spin flip by the localized and conduction electrons, KONDO
[7] showed that the scattering amplitude had logarithmic terms similar to
those in (1).

One day we realized that logarithmic terms in the scattering amplitude
were still obtained if the two particles in Fig.2 were different. One

— could be an electron and the other a hole in a semiconductor. It is
important that they have equal and opposite values of wave vector k. In a

- semiconductor either the electron or the hole can be in a filled Fermi sea,
but not both. Thus there is only one factor of n(£) in (1). The factor of
two is missing on the right, which is not important. The important idea is
that electron-hole scattering in heavily doped semiconductors also has
logarithmic,singularities which should show up in the interband optical
absorption and emission. In those days these experiments were quite
popular. There was lots of experimental data, and none at all showed any

J singularities. I then calculated the effects of quasiparticle damping on
the edge singularities, and showed that the singularities were unobservable
whenever the particle energy uncertainty r=h/(2irT) was larger than 10)1 of
the Fermi energy E_. That condition is always met in simple
semiconductors. One must dope them with impurities to cause the degenerate

" - Fermi sea. The same impurities inescapably cause a short lifetime T from
impurity scattering.

Edge singularities in semiconductors were recently reported in
superlattices [9]. Here the impurities are in one layer of the lattice,
and the electrons in another, so that the energy width r is much reduced.

Our first paper Ct] on edge singularities considered them arising from i
interband transitions in semiconductors. The referee for that paper
remarked that the singularities would surely "go away" if the valence band
was flat, as it is for a core level. I did this calculation out of
curiosity. The singularities became a power law, and did not go away.
This calculation became the famous x-ray edge paper [1]. The referee was
completely wrong but spectacularly helpful. This calculation was so widely
disbelieved at the time that I went through five referees before finding
one which would accept it for publication in the Physical Review.

2. MNP Theory

We initially proposed a simple model to describe the many-electron
phenomena [1,1]. NOZIERES and DeDOMINICIS [5] later treated the same model
which is now called MND. There is a system of N-1023 free electrons which
do not mutally interact. Each can interact with a central ion which is
undergoing an x-ray transition. In x-ray absorption, an electron in an
inner core level is excited to an unoccupied state in the conduction band.
Its departure changes the valence of the central Ion from Z to Z+1. The
N+1 electrons in the conduction band have a screened coulomb interaction
with the ion, and react to the change in valence. This reaction can alter
the shape of the absorption spectra A(w) as a function of the x-ray
frequency u, and cause the excitation of electron-hole pairs in the metal.
Here the word 'hole' refers to an excitation of the conduction band with an
electron missing from a state beneath the Fermi energy.



An important concept in the HND model is the distinction between the
initial and final state Hamiltonians. The initial state Hamiltonian H. is
the summation of two terms: one is for the N non interact ing ele^.r-r's, and
the other is the atomic Hamiltonian describing the bound state of the
initial orbital in absorption. Tne conduction electrons interact with the
central potential. This changes the energy of each electron an amount of
order 0(1/N) which vanishes as N becomes large. The final state potential
H applies after the x-ray absorption step has created the corehole. It
consists of H. plus the increased potential energy V from the additional
charge on the1central ion from the corehole. This corehole potential is
regarded as screened and therefore short-ranged.

H. = 5kCkCk

v,

"k TT
k 2-
2m

II
N kk'

(2)

'kk'CkCk-

The summation over î  is for bound states,
spins which are suppressed.

There are also summations over

One electron theory predicts an absorption threshold in metals at an
. energy equal to the binding energy of the bound state, plus the Fermi

energy of the metal, minus a self energy A term from the conduction
electrons's interaction with the central ion. Calling this threshold

— frequency wT, MND theory predicts a singular behavior near the absorption
threshold of tns form

W
'£-1

(3)

26 (1)

The angular momentum of the initial core state is I, and that of the two
__. possible final conduction band states are £,±1. The coefficients C

£±1 are
the intensities at threshold of the absorption as determined by one
electron theory. The exponents a., determine the power law behavior of
the edges. They depend upon the phase shifts 6. of the conduction
electrons of energy E p for elastic scattering from the screened corehole

'-'— potential V.

19 The x-ray singularities occur whenever the exponents o. are positive.
For simple metals this usually happens when !t»0; when the conduction
electron is in an s-state. Tiiis situation occurs when the initial core
electron is in a p-state. For simple metals one generally finds that ao>0,
ctj-O, and az<0. The x-ray absorption from the outer p-shells of simple

iJ_ metals usually shows singular thresholds. This is the case for all alkali
metals except lithium, as well as magnesium and aluminum.

When the initial core state has £=0, the final conduction state must
have £=1. in this case there are usually negligible edge singularities

- because a^O. They can be neglected in discussing K, L,, or M, spectra.



It is important to remember that there are two terms in eqn.(3). For £.=-1
the first term is for s-waves and the second term is for d-waves. Usually
the first term is singular at threshold while the second term is rounded.
Most experimentalists ignore the second term when fitting their data to the
edge singularities. The problem with fitting data is that one needs to
know the separate intensities Co and C 2 of the edges. These numbers can
not be obtained experimentally, and must be found from theoretical band
calculations. A few have been done, and they predict widely different
fractions f-C2/(C0+C2) of d-intensity. Figure 3 shows an example where we
have averaged an s-edge (a-0.4) with a d-edge (<x=-0.2) to obtain the solid
line. The edge singularity is much reduced when the s-and d-edges have
equal intensity.

3.0

Fig.3 Solid line is average of s-and d-edges in absorption

21

3. Exact Solution to MNP Theory

Several exact solutions have been given to the MUD equations. Here we
describe the solution of COMBESCOT and NOZIERES [10] where they reduce the
many-body problem to the evaluation of a matrix. The dimension of the
matrix equals the number of conduction electrons, or N~10Z3. This makes
the matrix hard to evaluate even on a computer. Nevertheless, good
numerical results can be obtained by reducing the number of particles to a
small number such as fifty or one hundred, which then permits numerical
calculation. Here we describe such a calculation, which is done to see the
kind of spectra predicted by MND theory. These calculations produce a
complete spectra, and not just asymptotic solutions near threshold.



Interband transitions are introduced to the theory by adding a p»A term
to the Hamiltonian (2). The relevent current operator is

10

X K

The term d 0. destroys an electron-corehole pair, while the other term
creates this pair. The matrix element for optical transitions between
these bands is w.(k). The time dependent optical absorption A(t) is given
by the current-current correlation function

A(t) = <|j(t) j(0)|> (5)

= I w (k)w (k.)<|e
lHtd C e-

iHtCk
+,d+|>

ijkk' x J i k K j .

Each current operator has two terms so the product of j-j has four terms.
Only one is interesting for x-ray absorption. We assume that no core holes
exist in the initial state |>, so that d|>=0. This eliminates two terms.
Our model Hamiltonian has no terms which can scatter a corehole between
different states, so the above correlation function must have i-j.
However, the interaction V in (2) does permit conduction states to scatter
between k and k1, so that the correlation function A(t) must retain the
double summation over k and k•.

The factor exp(iHt) operates to the left on the initial state <| and
produces the initial state energy exp(iE t). The other+factor exp(-iHt)
can be considered to operate to the right. The state d+|> has one corehole
so the conduction band part of H is the final state Hamiltonian Hf. The
corehole part of H gives E + ?•• In the MND model (5) is given exactly by

r i
A(t) = I w (k)w (k')e F^,(t) (6)

ikk' x K K

iH.t -iH.t
Fkk.(t> - <\e

 1 Cke Ck,|> (7)

— All of the many-body effects are contained in the correlation function
Fkk,(t). In the MND model it is assumed to be independent of the corehole
i_. This approximation is realistic. Experiments indicates that the
conduction band interaction with the central atom is independent of which

3 core state contains the hole.

In evaluating this correlation function it is convenient to divide it
— — into two terms

12— Fkk- ( t ) * A x
( t ) G ( t ) ( 8 )

-iH.t IH-t
?!_ G(t) - <\e e |> (9)

G(t) is the corehole Green's function. It describes how the N-1023

conduction electrons respond to the appearance of the corehole. ANDERSON
[11] first described the renormallzation castastrophe which occurs and

•-- which is contained in G(t). The sudden appearance of the corehole switches
on the final state Hamiltonian Hr. Previous to this time these electrons



were in eigenstates of the initial state Hamiltonian H . The factor Ax(t)
is the exciton part of F. It should have the label kk* but this is dropped
to avoid courabersorae notation. The diagrammatic expansion of A (t) contains
all terms not in G(t). Although this definition seems arbitrary, the
division between these two contributions i3 quite easy in practice.

The exact solution of COMBESCOT and NOZIERES (CN) is expressed in terms
of some single particle matrix elements. Let |k> be an eigenstate of H,
with eigenvalue 5. . The important matrix element is

<k|e1Hf t|p> (10)

This matrix element is difficult to evaluate since |k> and |p> are not
eigenstates of Hf. In terms of the exact eigenstates |\> and eigenvalues
£ of H_ one way to evaluate (10) is to insert a complete set of states
1 = £ | A X A | arid thereby obtain

~ *ko ( t ) " I e X <k|XXA|p>
P A

The corehole Green'3 function (9) is given by an N-dimensional determinent
l0 of these kinds of matrix elements, where N is the number of occupied

electron orbital states in the conduction band.

G(t) - det{<fppl(t)}

Each row or column in the determinent is labeled by the wave vector p of
an occupied state. The element for the i-th row and j-th column is
<p.|exp(itH_)|p.>. This expression is exact but is obviously cumbersome to
evaluate numerically. Similarly the total expression (8) for F(t) is a
similar determinent of dimension N+1. The rows are labeled with the N
occupied states p<F (F is the Fermi wave vector) plus k. The columns are
the N occupied states p<F plus k'. Thus the exact expression for the MND
model is also a determinent of large dimension.

** CN showed that the exciton part is

— p',P<F

•- The quantity $ means the inverse of $, which here is meant to be the
inverse of the matrix of the NxN occupied states. This expression is just

c as hard to evaluate as an NxN determinent.

This equation was evaluated by MAHAN [12]. The initial eigenstates were
^— taken to be unperturbed s-states, so the radial wave function is just the

spherical Bessel function jo(kr). The corehole potential V(r) was taken to
2i be a square well which permits an analytical expression for V.. ,. A

similar simple function was taken for the optical matrix element w(r).
Thus the only complicated numerical work was in finding the matrix elements
1 (t) and inverting the matrix in (11). Nevertheless the numerical work
isptricky because of the long time behavior. The final expression is the
Fourier transform of (11) which we call A (w). Taking the transform is
difficult because the convergence is slow at large times. The edge

- singularities show divergent behavior at small frequencies, which show up



Fig.4 shows typical results.in A (t) as strange behavior at long times.
The numerical noise shows up as emission above the threshold or below the
band edge. Nevertheless the edge singularities appear as a pronounced
feature in the spectrum.

2.0

-0.2

10

Fig.4 Emission spectra from solving the CN equations

There have been many numerical solutions of the MND equations. Most
take a band of finite width which limits the numer of states. One early
important calculation was by GREBENNIKOV et al [13]. A different
approximation was made by VON BARTH and GROSSMANN [11]. They assumed that
the potential was separable Vkkf=SkSk

ocal ope

h a s t n e effect of reducingp p k k f k k ,
the conduction electrons to local operators c(r) on the impurity

kp

c(r)

c+c
kp LkLp

ll& C } - c (r)c(r)
P

This approximation simplifies the numerical work. Mahan's calculation is
the only one so far with an unlimited band width and a nonseparable
potential„ Below we show that the separable potential model can be solved
analytically.

19

21

One reason for doing these calculations is to test the hypothesis of the
Final State Potential. We first proposed this idea [12]. The idea comes
frons ignoring the edge singularities add examining the other parts of the
absorption or emission spectra. Should they be calculated using H. or Ĥ .?
Before answering this question, first note how these two choices enter into
absorption and emission

Initial Final
Absorption H.

Emission H.



In emission the initial state has the core hole (Hf) while the final state
has no corehole potential (H.). This is reversed In absorption. A
consistent choice would be to choose the final state in both emission or
absorption, or else the Initial state Hamiltonlan in both cases. However
this is not usually done. Most band theorists calculate wave functions for
the ground state of the solid, and use those wave functions for calculating
both absorption and emission. Thus they are using the initial state
Hamiltonian for absorption and the final state Hamiltoniar. for emission.

For emission calculations one should use the final state Hamiltonian,
which are the wavefunctions calculated without the presense of the
corehole. This choice is demonstrated by two kinds of calculations. The
first are one-electrom emission calculations done with and without

— coreholes. Those without coreholes produce spectra which resemble
experiments. Adding a screened corehole changes the 3-state wavefunctions,
and produce, tquite different spectra. These unusual spectra look just like
the experiments on satellite bands. This is a further confirmation of the

, final state rule, since the final state of satellite spectra contain one
core hole.

The second calculation which suggests the final state rule for emission
is the solution of the MND equations as shown in Fig.4. Away from the edge

10 singularities, the calculated spectra have the same shape as given by the
one-electron spectra without the coreholes. This one electron shape is
shown as the triangles. The squares are the one-electron spectra with the

~ core hole, and would correspond to the initial state rule. The numerical
solution of the MND equations also support the final state rule.

For x-ray absorption the rule is less obvious. Consistency suggests
._ that one should also use the final state rule. However, calculations with

and without the screened corehole differ little in absorption when done for
free electron metals. Here the case is less convincing. However, another
set of states was proposed by DAVIS and FELDCAMP [15] which seems
successful [16].

*». Dispersion Theory

Another exact solution of the MND equations is based upon dispersion
___ theory. The first use of thi3 technique for edge singularities was by

PARDEE and MAHAN [17]. They showed how to derive the edge singularities
using only a few lines of algebra. This simple approach was disbelieved
and ignored for a decade. Then PENN^ GIRVIN and MAHAN [18-19] (PGM) solved
the scattering equations exactly. For a separable or constant potential :

1-̂ — they found that the transition amplitude was given by dispersion integrals, j
In agreement with Pardee and Mahan. For these simple potentials, they used;

'2 dispersion integrals to write down exact expressions for both the exciton ;
part Ax(t) and the corehole Green's function G(t). This was a second exact

21 solution, following the earlier one by Combescot and Nozieres. Both A (t)
and G(t) were expressed as infinite series, where each tern in the series
was specified, and where Uie series has rapid convergence. Then OHTAKA and

- TANA-BE [20-23] used a similar technique to derive the exact solution for
the MND equations for any kind of potential. Their solution was in closed
form, rather than a series.



Here we reproduce the simple argument of Pardee and Mahan. Let T(u) be
the complex scattering amplitude for an ingoing wave of an electron j
scattering from a central potential, which in this case is the screened
core hole. If T'(a>) is the amplitude of the outgoing scattered wave, then
they differ only by a phase factor which is the phase shift

T'(ui) = T(ui) exp[(2i6(ui)9(u-a>T)] I

We omit the subscript I on the phase 3hift9 althougn it does belong since
these arguments apply to each angular momentum channel I. The step
function e(w-uT) reminds us that the phase factor cnly exists In the region
of absorption, since both T and T* must be real in regions where there is
no absorption. The next assumption is that T and T* both originate from
the same analytical function of frequency:

t(u)+i6) = T(u>)

t(u-i6) = T«U)

a combining these results, we learn that

t(to+i6) - expt^w+iS)] - |TU)|exp[l6(a))e(w-uT)]

from which we deduce

-a)T) (12)

What kind of function obeys (12)? The answer from dispersion theory it»
that the only analytical function of frequency which has this property i3

The function $(oj+i6) has the form of a dispersion integral. For
frequencies near threshold this can be approximated as

- [5(OIT)/TT] ln[W/(«DT-o)-i6)]

i 16/w

. where 6(o)_) is the phase shift for conduction electrons at the Fermi
'-^~- surface. The above results only apply near the threshold. However, they

show that the dispersion integral has the correct singular behavior at
li— threshold. According to dispersion theory, this singular behavior is just

a consequence of having a step in the one particle absorption spectra.
j This step is caused by the sharpness of the Fermi surface in energy space.

These arguments show that any system with a step in the one particle
spectra will have a.power law behavior at that step.

21

Dispersion theory [24] was developed for scattering theory in nuclear
and high energy physics. The scattering amplitude as a function of
particle kinetic energy has distinctive variations whenever a new channel
appears in the cross section: e.g., when a neu particle can be created.
The x-ray edge singularities are quite well described by this theory. They
are another kind of threshold phenomena, of the kind well known in

— scattering theory.



The earliest theories of the edge singularity suggested that the
phenomena resulted from an infrared divergence due to the creation of
multiple electron-hole pairs during the absorption or emission. The
dispersion theory of Pardee and Mahan makes no reference to electron-hole
pairs, yet derives the singularities. Everyone believed in the infrared
divergence, and therefore disbelieved Pardee-Mahan.

This confusion was removed by PGM. They pointed out that only the core
hole Green's function G(t) had an infrared divergence. The exciton

- intensity A (t) does not have an infrared divergence. They showed that the i
exciton term can be expanded in a series

A ' 0 - I A U) (13)
n«=Q

The n-th tenm in this series is the probability of the exciton transition
occuring with the creation of n-pairs of electron-holes. Each term in this j

3 series is finite for all frequencies above threshold—it has no infrared :
divergence. Furthermore, the series converges rapidly. In typical cases i
the size of each successive term decreases tenfold from the preceeding one.
One psroeit accuracy can be obtained by just retaining A0+At.

iu_ PGM showed that the Pardee-Mahan result was just Ao which is the
absorption probability for zero pairs. Here we use the phrase 'zero pairs'
or 'one pair' to discuss only the exciton term A (u). The corehole Green's

~ function G(u) has in infrared divergence from the creation of an infinite
number of low energy electron hole pairs.

A n U ) = w
2|t(w+i6)|2

where w2 is the matrix element found from one-electron theory. For n>0 the
intensities correspond to making n pairs. For each electron involved in
similar factor is needed for holes. They have their energy below the Fermi,
surface, so their dispersion integrals span that energy space. We define
separate dispersion integrals for electrons t and holes t.

rW
= t(w+is) = _

* uTe -u>-i6
(TO

The exact amplitudes A can be written down easily. One just writes the
J.1_ expressions from the Golden rule, and then adds the factors of t for each



each electron state and t for each hole state. If p(e) is the one
particle density of states, then expressions for the first two terms are

A Q U ) " 2*w
2jdep(e)|te(e)|

26(e-u))

"T

w-

-W (0-

2.0

I I

CM OJ 0-5 0.7 0.9

Fig.5 Zero and one pair intensities

In Aj the final state ha3 two electrons above the Fermi surface (e, &
e3)and one hole below ( G 2 ) . The two electrons are indistinguishable and,
enter the equation symmetrically. PGM wrote down the general expression i
A in the same fashion. Thus they found an exact expression for A (w).
Figure 5 shows a calculation of the frequency dependence of Ao and Ao+Aj
taken from ref. 18. The one pair term
to the exciton intensity.

makes only a small correction

MAHAN [19] used the same techniques of PGM to evaluate the corehole
Green's function. He showed that

G(t)

P(t)

*(t)

P(t) exp[-it(e

exp[-*(t)]

= du
0J u

R(u) itU )

(15)

(16)



The quantity P(t) can be expressed as an infinite series of terms, where
_ the n-th term corresponds to the creation of n-pairs. Each term has an

infrared divergence, and Fourier transforming each individual term leads to
a nonsenaible mathematical result. Instead, it is necessary to employ a

" cumulant expansion to resum the divergent terms. One then obtains the
exponential factor *(t). The cumulant expansion produces an expression for

— R(u) which is also expressed as a series

m

— P(t) = I P(t)
n=0 n

CD

R(u) - I Rn(u)
n=1

— The final 'expression for P(t) can be Fourier transformed, although not the
individual terms P (t). The cumulant expansion permits the summation of
the most divergentnterms in the seriea which gives an expression which can

10

be Fourier transformed.

The constant Po is the probability of no pairs being created. The one
pair contributions to P, and Ri found by Mahan are

U J d k , |te(El)th(E2)|
2
g-it(E2-ei)

F * U, ~ e,)*

? fF f" 2
R (u) = V dk, dk2 |te(.l)th(E2)| 5(u+El-e2)

11 J «• J -rU 0 " F "

where V is the electron-hole interaction, F is the Fermi wave vector, and
e, and e2 are the band energies associated with wave vectors k, and k2.
Both of these expressions contain dispersion integrals. Dispersion theory

, plays a central role in the evaluation of both G(t) and A (t).

Mahan obtained the exact expression for the n-th term P (t) but not for

OHTAKA and TANABE [20-233 carried this approach much further. They
•c obtained analytical expressions for P(t) and R(u) which apply for any form

of electron-hole potential—not just for the separable or constant
,9 potential of PGM. Their expressions are in the form of determinents of N-
~ dimensional matrices, so are similar in format to the exact solution of CN.

They have evaluated their expression and obtained a number of new results.
-— One of the simplest and taost important is an expression for the

renormalization of the intensity at the singular edge. PGM
V showed previously that the asymptotic expression near threshold is not

given by the MND form (3). The threshold constant C is renormalizetTby
a factor of z because of the emission of electron-hole pairs. Each
angular momentum channel has the threshold behavior of

- c - w **•Vi —
to-iu_.



PGM obtained an exact but cumbersome expression for z , Ohkata and
Tanabe showed that it was the simple expression

z - rd-g/ir)2

11 T(1 - 26/ir + (6/*)*)

— where the phase shifts also depend upon 1. This factor arises from the
inclusion of multipai.r final states, which was omitted by all of the
earlier workers in the field. The factor z is typically only a few
percent different than one, but should be included in any careful fits
of experiment to theory.

5. Incomplete Phonon Relaxation

This review has mostly discussed the theory of x-ray absorption. The
emphasis on absorption occurs because the edge singularities show up

~ best in this experiment. The same phenomena is expected to show up in
x-ray emission. However the interpretation of the emission spectra is

-2— complicated by the process of incomplete phonon relaxation.

After the creation of the corehole, the electrons in the metal adjust
rapidly to this new potential. This adjustment is called 'screening1.

1O The time scale for the formation of the screening charge is the inverse
of the plasma frequency to of the metal. This time scale applies to the
contributions of both plaimons and electron-hole pairs. The time scale

— for the x-ray emission is determined by the corehole lifetime which is
mainly limited by Auger scattering. Usually the Auger lifetime T obeys

;_ the relation u T>>1 and the emission takes place from a fully relaxed
electronic state.

" The ions are much heavier than the electrons and take much longer to
adjust to the presence of the new core hole. Ionic motion or relaxation

— is governed by the phonons modes of the solid. The typical time for
adjustne,nt of the phonon modes is the inverse of the Debye frequency a .
The phbnon system is fully relaxed around the corehole whenever u _ T » 1 ?
This latter condition is rarely satisfied in simple metals. The x-ray
emission usually occurs from a state of incomplete phonon relaxation

— around the screened corehole. Alternately, one can state that the
electronic parts of the screening are relaxed, but not the ionic parts.
Incomplete Phonon Relaxation (IPR) complicates the interpretation of the
x-ray emission spectra. For metallic lithium IPR is the dominate

:j contribution to the deviations of the spectra from one electron theory.
Here IPR is much more important than edge singularities or Auger
lifetime effects. For other metals IPR plays a lesser but still
important role. For example, edge singularities are usually less sharp
in emission than in absorption because of IPR. The influence of IPR

.: makes emission harder to interpret than absorption.

21 The theory of IPR was first developed by MAHAN [25] and independently
by'ALMBLADH [26]. The second Born approximation is used to treat
absorption and emission as a connected two-step process. The corehole
is assigned an Auger lifetime of Y which provides exponential decay in
time. The lineshape function E(u) for emission is given by the
following function if one assumes that the corehole was created by
broadband absorption of photons



T
A

T-exp(iu T)]J
A A

The line shape function E(u>) must be convoluted with the one particle I
spectra and other many body contributions in order to get the final
emission spectra. E(u) only contains the effects of phonons. The self
energy I is from phonons and 2£ is the usual Franck-Condon shift. The
summation over X is over the phonon modes and wave vectors„ where u. are

phonons andthe phonon frequencies and M is the matrix element between the
the corehole. The summation over A should be changed to a continuous
integral over the phonon spectra.
Debye energy u~.

The upper limit of this integral ie the

10
The computed spectra do not depend upon the detailed shape of the phonon ,

density of states nor upon the frequency dependence of the matrix element. '
The two main parameters are the overall coupling strength and the Debye
energy. It is important that the phonon bands have a finite width. A
number of phonons are created during the absorption step. Phonon relaxation
occurs r>y having these phonons die out (damping), or wander away
(dispersion). Either damping or dispersion are needed for phonon
relaxation. They enter the theory in a similar way and cause similar
effects. Without them the phonons would oscillate forever and never relax.

19

Fig.6 Emission lineshape for incomplete relaxation



Figure 6 shows the type of effects which can occur. Here we modeled the
A lithium spectra by assuming a Lorentzian shaped phonon density of states
— centered at u>0-0.05 eV and with a width r-0.05 eV. Part (a) shows three

lines. The solid line is the computed absorption spectra, which is a
- Gaussian. This shape is always found in strong coupling situations. The
dsshed line to the left is the emission spectra for the case of long Auger /

_. lifetime (Y-0.0025 eV). This is the emission from the relaxed state, and
shows the Franck-Condon shift of 2£» -12aic for this model. The other
dashed line shows the emission spectra for a short Auger lifetime

"— (Y-0.05eV) where no relaxation occurs. Here one finds a broad gaussion
which is slightly downshifted from the absorption peak. These two dashed

- lines characterize the extremes of no relaxation or complete relaxation./

Q Part (b) of Fig.6 shows the cases of incomplete relaxation. A double
peaked spectra is found for the intermediate values of Y. For lithium the
experimental value is Y-0.02 which has two nearly equal peaks. This t/road
function must be convoluted with the one electron spectra which results in j
the peak shape shown in Fig.7. This fits very well the experimental resulti

—— of CALLCOTT et al [27]. The the broad emission edge of lithium, wiiih its '
double shoulder, is caused by incomplete phonon relaxation around Uhe core
hole. /
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There are two peaks in the lineshape function E(u). One peak
corresponds to emission from a relaxed state, while the other peak
corresponds to emission from an unrelaxed state. When there are two peaks
in E(u) then some emission occurs from coreholes where relaxation has
occurred, while other emission events take place from unrelaxed centers.
This interpretation of the many body phenomena suggests that emission does
not occur from partially relaxed states.



At the same time this model was being proposed, similar mathematical
models were being proposed in other contexts. SCHONHAMMER and GUNNARSSON
[28] suggested that the two peaks observed in photoemission were from one
electronic state in two possible stages of electronic relaxation. Their
mathematical model is very similar to the one developed for IPR.

•-• 6. Experiments

Experiments on edge singularities began with the development at
synchrotrons of light sources with continuous wave lengths. Edge
singularities were observed in absorption experiments on simple metals. MND

- theory provided an explanation of why these singularities were observed in
absorption from p-states but not from s-states. Examples are the

_i experiments of ISHII et al [293 on alkali metals which is reproduced in
Fig.8. There were also numerous experiments on lithium, sodium, magnesium
and aluminum [3,27,30]. These early comparisons between experiment and

~ theory were mainly qualitative.
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Fig. 8 X-ray absorption of alkali metals
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MAHAN [31] was the first to try a detailed comparison between experiment

and theory. Such comparisons comprise a complete theory of edge shapes
1_ which includes a number of factors. For absorption he included the

following factors:
21

1) L2 edge energy
2) L3 edge energy
3) L2 edge Auger width
4) L3 edge Auger width
5) s- and d-fractions of edge intensity
6) s-and d-exponents ct
7) one electron-spectra
8) band width W



This fitting procedure includes nine parameters. Host of these are not
known beforehand nor are available by independent measurements. In spite
of the large number of parameters, this list in not sufficient. In a
subsequent comparision between theory and experiment, CITRIN, et al [30]
noted that one should also include:

-_ 9) Phonon broadening
10) spin-orbit scattering
11) spin-exchange scattering

The phonon broadening is a temperature dependent gaussian, and is different
from the temperature independent Lorentzian broading due to Auger effects.
Several of these parameters are very hard to determine. The separate s-and
d-wave fractions of the one-electron edge intensity must be found by a band

''—structure calculation. Each calculation gives different results, and these
numbers are not yet well known. Similarly, the role of spin-exchange
scattering is quite controversial. Each calculation of their effects gives
different results [32-3*0.

_8

One electron theory predicts a 2:1 ratio between the intensities of the
L3 and L2 absorption edges. Experiments in simple metals show that this
ratio differs from 2:1. ONODERA [35] suggests this difference is due to
spin scattering.

10

A quantitative fit of MND theory to the experiments requires a lot of
careful work plus a complete one-electron band calculation. So far this
type of analysis has only been done for lithium, sodium, magnesium, and
aluminum where the theory and the experiments agree well.

Unfortunately the theory is applied to other cases which much less care.
Usually the edge is fitted with a single exponent which is incorrect if the
initial core level has £>0- These type of analyses mean very little.

A number of emission experiments have been done on stoichiometric alloys
of simple metals. The L 2 , spectra generally show edge singularities.

— This phenomena is interpreted as a confirmation of the theory, although
quantitative fits of the data are usually lacking.

FLYNN's group [36-38] has tested MND theory by doing numerous
experiments on alkali metal alloys. Their experimental samples are made by
evaporation at low temperatures, so the alloys are amorphous and
unannealed. The alloys consist of a host alkali plus an impurity which is
either another alkali, a rare gas atom, or a halide. In some cases their
absorption spectra from the impurity p-shell shows edge singularities in

19 qualitative agreement with MND theory. However, in other cases they
observed absorption spectra where the threshold is a ramp which would
correspond to an exponent of a — 0 . 9 or -1.0. These values of exponents are

— not permissible in MND theory. Flynn argues that his experiments repudiatt
the theory. His analysis of the data ignores a number of other

72 explanations for his edge shape: (1) SUZUKI et al [39] have suggested the
importance of inhomogeneous broadening. Each impurity sees a different
configuration of neighbors which give3 a different random local field.
These shift the core levels around, so that one has a distribution of
threshold energies. This good idea has never been calculated in detail.
(2) Conduction electron lifetime. In pure metals the lifetime is infinity
at the Fermi energy. There is a finite lifetime in amorphous systems,
which will broaden the edge singularities. No one has yet investigated



whether MND theory is affected differently by elastic or inelastic
scattering. (3) d-wave intensities. The edges should be substantially
rounded if the d-wave intensity is high. One recent alloy calculation [40]
shows about 50* d-wave intensity for krypton in rubidium. This calculation
is shown in Fig.9. The linear line shape is from p-to-d transitions. We
summarize by emphasizing the importance of Flynn's experiments, and by
encouraging more work on these systems.

4.0
E(eV)

io Fig.9. Theoretical krypton absorption in rubidium
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7. Dynamic Screening

The MND model has been solved exactly in terms of the dispersion integrals.
The most important remaining theoretical question is to understand the role
of dynamic screening in the absorption spectra. Theorists generally agree
that very near threshold, in the region of the edge singularities, it is a
good approximation to assume that the corehole is fully screened. Far from
the absorption threshold, in the EXAFS region, the corehole should be taken
as unscreened. The transition between these two regions is unclear.

FRIEDEL's group [41-42] has investigated dynamic screening in absorption
using a model where the excited electron leaves with constant velocity.
This classical treatment of the final state electron is okay if the
electron has a large kinetic energy on the order of kilovolts. This model
is fine for analysing XPS experiments, where we introduced it much earlier
for examining how the final electron creates excitation during its outward

. trajectory [43]. However, the classical model is inappropriate for the
treatment of final state electrons of low kinetic energy. Here quantum
effects are important. This classical model can not really solve the issue
of dynamic screening in absorption. Recent calculations by CANRIGHT and
MAHAN [44] have shown that the electron-hole pairs are an important part of

- screening core holes. The time scale for the pair part of the formation of
the screening charge is still given by the plasma frequency.

The role of dynamic screening in the renormalization castrophe has been
investigated by LANGRETH [45]. His model was also investigated by
MINNHAGEN [46]- Langreth suggested the formula for the kernal R(u) in the
core hole Green's function (16)

R(u) 1 fd31 V0(q)<
_

E(q,u)

(17)



where Vo Is the unscreened potential energy between the core hole and the
conduction electrons. Dynamic screening is included through the use of the
frequency dependent dielectric function e(q,u). This expression is not
exact, but is only the leading term in perturbation theory.

Langreth's expression could be improved by adding dispersion integrals.
Here we provide a guess as to how they might enter the resist. The
argument of the above integral can be rewritten as

|vB(q) |
2Im{P(q.u)}|vB(q)

|e(q,u)

where

ImlF(q.u)} - Trjd3k i«»k(1-nk+q) I V
e k ) t e ( e k + q ) '2<S(u + ek ~ ek+q)

T27)s
 (18)

The dispersion integrals (14) for electrons and holes have been inserted
into the usual golden rule formula for the excitation of an electron of
initial wave vector k to an excited state above the Fermi energy with wave
vector k+q. We expect this formula to give reasonably good results for the
evaluation of dynamic screening on the corehole Green's function. No

10 similar formula exists for the role of dynamic screening on the exciton
part of the absorption spectra. Finding that formula is still a
theoretical challenge.

1:._ 8. Particle Hopping

Singular phenomena occurs whenever one adds or removes a charged particle
~ from a localized state in £ metal. The conduction electrons must adjust to

this change in their environment, and this process is called screening.
— These effects are associated with the renormalization catastrophe.

_̂  Recently there has been much discussion of these effects associated with
the hopping of localized particles in metals. One example is the diffusion
of nmons [47] and another is the motion of heavy fermions[48]. All of these
theories bear a strong relationship to the classic treatment of HOLSTEIN
[49] of large and small polarons. Holstein solved a model where the
electron could hop from site-to-site. At each atomic site it was coupled to
a set of local oscillators which are phonons. At very low temperatures the

_ phonons provide a noise spectrum that weakly scatters the particle during
its band motion. The resistivity increases with temperature since there

19 are more phonons at higher temperature. Then at even higher temperatures
the phonon noise localizes the particle. Its motion becomes diffusive as
it hops from site to site. Then the phonons provide a heat bath which can

-— thermally activate the hopping motion. Here the resistivity decreases with
Increasing temperature.

21

The same behavior Is associated with the electronic screening of the
diffusing particle. The screening charge can be represented by a set of
bosons. The bosons are collective states such as plasmons or elev?tron-hole
pairs. A localized particle such as a muon or f-electron will have a
strong coupling to the screening charge at each site. We can use the
theory of SCHOTTE and SCHOTTE [50] who treated the renormalization

- catastrophe as a problem where the corehole is coupled to a set of



electronic bosons. The same model |s used to discuss the hopping of
. localized particles. Let Q »(a +a ) be the be displacsiaent operator for

phonons. The change in potintia! whin a localized particle hops from site
R to R+a is

«V - I MO QCe
i q- R- e ^

q q j

The correlation function for particle hopping has an exponential factor of j
-— the type shown in (15) where '

_ RCu) - E ( M / - ) 2 h "
q

and ia- i s the boson energy. The quantity in brackets can usually be |
spher?cally averaged, which replaces i t with

- J0(2qa)]

whtre j 0 is the spherical Bessel's function. The above analysis is only
•:— valid for phonons or other ideal bosons. A good theory for the electronic

screening of the electron gas is to use a formula for R(u) such as (17).
iQ_ Eqn.(17) is valid for a single particle appearing or disappearing at a

site. The extension to a particle which hops a distance a is to insert
into the integrand of (17) or (18) the factor of 2[1-jo(2qa)]. At large a
the Bessels function is small and there is just the factor of 2. Two is \
one plus one, where one factor is from the particle disappearing at one

— site while the other factor is from its appearance at another site. The
Bessel's function provides interference when the value of a_ is small.

This discussion of the electronic polarization phenomena caused by a
hopping particle is intended to be introductory. More rigorous treatments
are provided in the references. TANABE and OHTAKA [51] solved it exactly
for an MND type of model.
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